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Sniper Suspect Arraigned

Compiled by Staff Reports

Law enforcement authorities have confirmed that a Bensonhurst man was arrested Friday night and charged in the shooting of a motorist that was allegedly connected with the sniper case.

In a school district office in Brooklyn, investigators said John Allen Muhammad, 34, was arrested and is expected to be arraigned in the same courtroom.

Muhammad had an outstanding warrant for a charging violation that was filed Wednesday in the U.S. District Court, according to authorities.

A federal warrant in the White House said the police were expected to arrest Muhammad, who was spotted by an attendant, after he was transferred from the U.S. military.

Muhammad was a focused on transferring a .223 rifle; the same weapon used in Washington, D.C.

Allen Muhammad, 41, was also arraigned in the same courthouse.

The President encouraged the University Counseling Service to work closely with students, and he made the approximately 100 students who live in the dorm halls as well as those students who reside in off-campus housing to safeguard the Howard community.

The Dean of the Counseling Center, David Thomas, insists that the Office will help inform students how to voice their concerns about the tragic events, and he will ensure, to the best degree possible, that those concerned and affected will have their personal concerns attended to as quickly as possible.

"We have many police officers who are not too concerned about the safety of the students," he said. "The City Police have not been doing their job effectively." Why are so many police officers not too concerned about the safety of the students? Cooper asked.

Chief of the Campus Police Department, Raymond Smith, said he would investigate the officers who had not been doing their job effectively.
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Students Ignore False Fire Alarms in Meridian

By Precious Jackson Corresponding Writer

Recent students think it’s had when they have to stand in line for hours to renew their financial aid applications, which is a difficult task, but imagine some are considered barely compared to international students considering how they have to apply for student visas so they can stay at the University of Hartford to go abroad...

The Pitt student had been at the University for two years, received his bachelor’s degree, and is currently enrolled in one of the University’s PhD programs.

When international students apply to universities in the United States, they have to apply for their student visas. Once the University has accepted the student, it then sends a notification to the student, which usually takes months for a student visa. If you’re applying, read the letter, and a filled-out student visa application should be completed each time. The process may vary based on the university’s location and the type of visa you’re seeking.

Gregory Lewin and Omran Clemson are international students at Howard. Some international students have two problems getting student visas since September.

"I went to an available window during my scheduled time and someone sat behind the window asking about some statements. You never know who will interview you and it is a different person every time. I was told after my first interview that I was denied due to the education tendentious.

Immigration trends are the tendency to try to expand in the United States, according to the student’s association. Some international students want to work in America, but they think it’s a hard country.

"It would be more comfortable if my student visa was fast, I told a current PhD student from Zimbabwe, "I have a lot of work to do."

The Pitt student has recently been interviewed as he played in the House of Representatives. He has seen the world of music and has been playing with his band members. He said, "You need to be passionate about your music, you need to be serious about what you’re doing."

"The main thing I got from it was a contract. I have a great group of people, and everyone can play together. If you’re playing with all the people, you can have a great experience."

According to Macklin, all the students said they want to work in America and are satisfied from it.

Jerwayne “JP” Macklin: Music Extraordinaire

"I have a big driver to be the best, I can be happy and the best and be a real person. I got everything from the University of Hartford, Connecticut," he said, "God doesn’t want us to be mediocre, so you need to give your all and do your job. If you can’t do something to the best of your ability, I am not satisfied from it."
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Students Ignore False Fire Alarms in Meridian

By Chaunna Bryant • Staff Writer

Repeated false fire alarms in the Meridian Hill dormitory have left students and faculty feeling frustrated and unsafe before the end of the academic year.

"Any night I wake up and I don’t think that there is fire alarms, I don’t think that there is fire alarms. Junior Matt, an international student, said. It is a matter of seconds on my mind if I go to sleep.

According to some policy, students’ not entering outside is common practice.

Some students understand the fear of false fire and that all students should comply with the regulations that follow those false alarms.

"I agree with having false fire alarms because they’re very important for your personal safety," said Jonathan Jus, a sophomore from Long Island.

"I had a great experience at Meridian, the Downtown Director at Meridian. They teach us to be a part of the community because they don’t want us to go to school."

Jonathan Myers Junior Long Island, NY

"If you are everyone knows how bad it feels to be fired. The school didn’t go down because he was fired, but the bus was" not.

"I was really tired and I was trying to focus on my studies, but the fire alarm was going off so often and usually there aren’t any emergencies. Students were upset about the alarms, but they couldn’t deal with it too much.

Ugochukwu Egolum

"Furthermore, students think it’s had when they have to stand in line for hours to renew their financial aid applications, which is a difficult task, but imagine some are considered barely compared to international students considering how they have to apply for student visas so they can stay at the University of Hartford to go abroad."

"When international students apply to universities in the United States, they have to apply for their student visas. Once the University has accepted the student, it then sends a notification to the student, which usually takes months."

"If you’re applying, read the letter, and a filled-out student visa application should be completed each time. The process may vary based on the university’s location and the type of visa you’re seeking."

"I went to an available window during my scheduled time and someone sat behind the window asking about some statements. You never know who will interview you and it is a different person every time. I was told after my first interview that I was denied due to the education tendentious."

"Immigration trends are the tendency to try to expand in the United States, according to the student’s association. Some international students want to work in America, but they think it’s a hard country."

"It would be more comfortable if my student visa was fast, I told a current PhD student from Zimbabwe, "I have a lot of work to do."

"The main thing I got from it was a contract. I have a great group of people, and everyone can play together. If you’re playing with all the people, you can have a great experience."

"Jerwayne “JP” Macklin: Music Extraordinaire"
ALARM from page A2

Tamping with fire alarm devices will set off the alarm

APPEAR WEEKLY ON THE TOUG.
BASKET SHOW AND MAJOR BLACK COLLEGE SPORTS WEEKLY.

The trip started in Raleigh, N.C. on Sept. 22. The Aggie-Big Classic and since has stopped in Memphis, Las Vegas, Dallas, Mobile, Ala., and just recently, Washington, D.C., for the Howard-Bowman Homecoming 2002.

We felt good to be back on the yard and be an alumni. It was very exciting," said Coles about his return to the Mecca.

While in the District, the Roadies spent some time at the Banneker branch of the Boys and Girls Club. At the community center, the men hung out with the kids, gave advice about college, and discussed Historically Black Colleges and Universities.

"Every day we go, we are living in schools at some type of community service," Coles said. "We hang out with children at youth centers and help them with any questions they have about college and realize what theunities at the various community centers are adding.

Howard Graduates Tour Football Classics As a 2002 Ford Roadie

By Paris McCoy

...imagine someone giving you the keys to a brand new Ford Expedition, a couple of thousand dollars, and a map. In addition, you were told to attend all the historically black colleges and universities football games as you traveled across the country.

That is the chance Howard University alumnus, Logan Coles, and South Carolina State alumnus, Damon White were given. The Ford Motor Company selected these two men as the 2002 Ford Northbound Ultimate Black College Football Road Trip Roadies.

In its second year, the goal of the No Boundaries road trip is to build brand awareness, support HBCU athletics, and promote the Ford Explorer as a community service vehicle.

On tour, Roadies will appear weekly on "The Doug Banks Show," and Major Black College Sports Weekly.

..."We certainly do not want to see another tragic event like that," Richardson said. "We have a crisis management team and strategy, which should be documented for times such as this."

Smith expressed gratitude for the comments and suggestions by student leaders as well administrators.

"They strongly discourage such behavior and want to remind students that pulling the alarm wastes a lot of time," he said.

For more information on those people who pull the fire alarms to come forward and services about the recent event of desire.

The University Counseling Service held seminars in the Blackbum music listening room on Thursday and will also hold sessions today. There will be professional counselors on hand to talk with students, anxiety screenings and information on coping skills. A crisis hotlines are available 202-345-6499 or 202-345-6709.

If you have any information that would assist law enforcement agencies in solving the recent crimes, telephone them at the 24-hour Hotline number 414-415-9840.

President urged students to report such diverse items as those when people may be fearful and anxious about the recent event of desire. The University Counseling Service held seminars in the Blackbum music listening room on Thursday and will also hold sessions today. There will be professional counselors on hand to talk with students, anxiety screenings and information on coping skills. A crisis hotlines are available 202-345-6499 or 202-345-6709.

If you have any information that would assist law enforcement agencies in solving the recent crimes, telephone them at the 24-hour Hotline number 414-415-9840.
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Joyce Davis, Senior Editor at Upscale Magazine

Jack E. White, Writer in Residence

James Newkir, Assistant Managing Editor at the Houston Chronicle

Phillip Dixon, Chair of Department of Journalism

Eric Wee, JournalismNext.com

Kisha Desandies, Publications Editor at Presidential Classroom
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Exercising plays a role in health. Even if you do not participate in regular exercise, it is one of the keys to lead a healthy life, and some are willing to participate. When doing cardio exercises such as running, exercising safely is being emphasized. It means that you should not put your hands close to your ears and not to do. This may require not putting pressure on your back. On the other hand, when doing slow and deliberate movements, or doing certain tasks repeatedly, this behavior can be very good for your health.

The fact that compulsive behaviors are normal in a person's life makes OCD a particularly deviant condition, especially when the behavior significantly affects a person's life. For those who feel they are suffering from OCD, there are several options for treatment. The two most effective strategies are medication or behavior therapy.

Steffanie Gilbert, a doctor and assistant professor for the Department of Psychology says there are behavior therapies that have been proven effective. One of the treatments, exposure prevention, involves presenting the sufferer with stimuli that are associated with the anxiety that the person feels, the thought that helps him/her with relaxation techniques. The key to the treatment is that after confrontation, the patient is not allowed to be treated through with their usual behavior or they are limited to only performing part of the routine. Gilbert also says there are very good medications on the market for OCD. There are only a few of the ways to treat the disorder. Some of the treatments may be taken longer than others and vary in different individuals. However, studies have shown that such therapy has been successful in enabling compulsive behavior and greatly reduces the risk of relapse.

Get In Shape and Feel Great

By Erica Williams

In seeking to maintain their health, and some are willing to participate. When doing cardio exercises such as running, exercising safely is being emphasized. It means that you should not put your hands close to your ears and not to do. This may require not putting pressure on your back. On the other hand, when doing slow and deliberate movements, or doing certain tasks repeatedly, this behavior can be very good for your health.

The fact that compulsive behaviors are normal in a person's life makes OCD a particularly deviant condition, especially when the behavior significantly affects a person's life. For those who feel they are suffering from OCD, there are several options for treatment. The two most effective strategies are medication or behavior therapy.

Steffanie Gilbert, a doctor and assistant professor for the Department of Psychology says there are behavior therapies that have been proven effective. One of the treatments, exposure prevention, involves presenting the sufferer with stimuli that are associated with the anxiety that the person feels, the thought that helps him/her with relaxation techniques. The key to the treatment is that after confrontation, the patient is not allowed to be treated through with their usual behavior or they are limited to only performing part of the routine. Gilbert also says there are very good medications on the market for OCD. There are only a few of the ways to treat the disorder. Some of the treatments may be taken longer than others and vary in different individuals. However, studies have shown that such therapy has been successful in enabling compulsive behavior and greatly reduces the risk of relapse.

Yoplait Yogurt Launches New Program For Breast Cancer Foundation

By Erica Williams

When most people think of Yoplait, the taste of creamy yogurt may come to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind. However, Yoplait may be the thought that comes to mind.

For Breast Cancer Foundation

Yoplait is making another name for itself. For the program, Yoplait is striving to reach its goal. In addition, Yoplait can also participate. When doing cardio exercises such as running, exercising safely is being emphasized. It means that you should not put your hands close to your ears and not to do. This may require not putting pressure on your back. On the other hand, when doing slow and deliberate movements, or doing certain tasks repeatedly, this behavior can be very good for your health.

By Simone Scudder

One of our everyday chores, cooking in the kitchen, can be dangerous. Salmonella poisoning can be a threat to salmonella poisoning.
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Howard University Responds to Serial Sniper Attacks and Related Safety Concerns

Howard University officials are extremely concerned about the sniper attacks that have been occurring throughout the Washington Metropolitan Area during the past few weeks. Our sympathy goes out to those who have lost loved ones. We pray that those who have been wounded during this tragic ordeal have a full and speedy recovery.

The Campus Police Department (CPD) remains on heightened alert. It has increased patrols on campus and remains in continuous communication and collaboration with area law enforcement officials and area universities to exchange information regarding securing university campuses. Local police and District officials have encouraged people to go about their business and lives in as normal a manner as possible, exercising vigilance and caution.

We do not believe it is necessary to adjust Howard University’s schedule of events at this time. The CPD has provided some helpful tips for members of the University community to bear in mind as we go about our daily routines:

- Be aware of your surroundings. Stay focused.
- Don't use cell phones in public, especially while walking, because they are a distraction from remaining aware of your surroundings.
- Utilize the University's shuttle bus system.
- Exercise discretion when traveling off campus.
- Use your best judgment. Don't go into areas that appear to be uncomfortable or unsafe.
- Report suspicious activities observed on or near campus to the CPD at 806-1100.
- If you have "any" information that will assist law enforcement authorities in solving these crimes, telephone them at the area-wide Hotline number, 1-888-324-9800.

Individuals, who think it is necessary, should not hesitate to call the University's Mental Health Clinic at 806-7981 or the Counseling Service at 806-6870.

Be assured the safety and welfare of the Howard University community are our highest priority. We believe our University is safe and ask for your support and understanding as Campus Police and other officials exercise diligence in implementing precautions. We must all remain vigilant to ensure each other's safety. As prudent, updates will be posted on Howard University's web site at www.Howard.edu.
Black Activist 8th Killed by Area Sniper

Ken Bridges, co-founder of Matala Nation Action Party, was arrested in the stabbing of his wife. Bridges was killed at 4:15 a.m. on April 16 in Changara district, people said.

The country of Mozambique is one of seven countries on the continent currently threatened with starvation.

The drought in Mozambique has been so long and so bad that it has left the whole country. Parts of the country have already been devastated by monsoon floods at the end of last year and beginning of this year. The floods washed away crops, bridges, houses, infrastructure.

In much of Mozambique, like elsewhere in the continent, the current crop season has been a disaster, with severe drought and floods

The country of Mozambique is one of seven countries on the continent currently threatened with starvation.

The drought in Mozambique has been so long and so bad that it has left the whole country. Parts of the country have already been devastated by monsoon floods at the end of last year and beginning of this year. The floods washed away crops, bridges, houses, infrastructure.

In much of Mozambique, like elsewhere in the continent, the current crop season has been a disaster, with severe drought and floods.
You don't have to unwrap it, unroll it, or worry that it can break.

Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective. Birth control you think about just 4 x a year.

Of course, using condoms is the only way to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases, but make sure you're also as protected as possible against pregnancy. That's why more women than ever are choosing Depo-Provera — it's 99.7% effective when administered on time every 3 months.

Remember, Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

Some women using Depo-Provera experience side effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting. Many women stop having periods altogether after a few months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a possible decrease in bone density.

Depo-Provera: One of the best and most convenient ways to protect yourself from pregnancy. Ask your health care professional if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

See what Depo-Provera is all about. Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit Depo-Provera.com.

Birth control you think about just 4 x a year.

Please see important product information on adjacent page.
MEETING from page A1

Thisness instructor Julia Maray said with a fitness instructor, Bailey's fitness director.

BACTERIA from page A4

an... bladder.

Antibiotics are not always helpful. By washing your hands and cooking food properly, you can help avoid the spread of bacteria. Store your food in a refrigerator and wash your hands before and after handling food.

SHAPE from page A4

care in college. Being involved with fitness clubs can be beneficial.

BACTERIA from page A4

Initiation, Hailey Smolinski.

Infection spreads quickly, and prevention is key.

The PhD student hopes to find a new, loving, and caring way to exercise.

Expecting in no only good for your physical health, but for your mental health as well. Encouraging appropriately can affect your fitness in many ways later on in your life.

BACTERIA from page A4

Food that is contaminated with salmonella bacteria can be very harmful.

Food in canned water, any portion of salmonella bacteria will be killed.

One of the most common ways salmonella spreads through the household is through toilet seats and kitchen countertops. Salmonella can be spread through toilet seats and kitchen countertops.

Quad from page A1

campus police officers.

Most of the officers have a special interest in the football team, and are already fans of Howard. In fact, a few of the officers are fans of Howard basketball, and a few of them are fans of Howard football. In fact, a few of the officers are fans of Howard basketball, and a few of them are fans of Howard football.

TECH from page A1

will allow faculty to see the collaboration of projects from various departments of the School of Business.

Howard University is strong. But it must be fixed with proper policies.

L---------------------

The PhD student hopes to find a new, loving, and caring way to exercise.
INTERESTED IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS?
INTERESTED IN A DYNAMIC INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITY?
INTERESTED IN MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD?

THE FLETCHER SCHOOL OF LAW AND DIPLOMACY IS THE OLDEST EXCLUSIVELY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS IN THE UNITED STATES.

• MASTERS AND DOCTORAL DEGREES OFFERED IN TWENTY FIELDS
• MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND FLEXIBLE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
• JOINT DEGREE AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

THE FLETCHER SCHOOL | TUFTS UNIVERSITY
MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, USA 02155
WWW.FLETCHER.TUFTS.EDU
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BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN GREENE STADIUM. ALSO, NO BOTTLES, CANS, COOLERS OR ALCOHOL.

Bison Football

12 NOON, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 @ GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. North Carolina A&T State U.
STUDENTS WITH "CAPSTONE CARDS" MAY PICK-UP A FREE TICKET
AT BLACKBURN CENTER - GROUND FLOOR PLAZA
TODAY, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, FROM 11 AM to 6 PM
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

- NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON DAY OF GAME

CONGRATULATIONS!! Last week Jonathan Briner caught a career-high six passes for 151 yards and 2 TDs. Senior linebacker Tracy White (6 solos, 3 assists) and senior defensive tackle Charles Woodall (7 solos, 3 assists) stood tall on defense.

IT'S SENIOR DAY!!

AND AT THE BURR!!

Women's Soccer

TONIGHT
LAST HOME GAME
6PM, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25 @ THE BURR
HOWARD vs. Alabama A&M U.
THE BISON ARE ON A FOUR GAME SHUTOUT STREAK!

AND... BEST WISHES to all teams on the road:

TUES., Oct. 29, 7pm

MEN @ ITA Regionals, Chapel Hill, Oct. 23-27

Women's Volleyball

@ MEAC North Division Tournament, Oct. 26-27

Women's Bowling

@ MEAC Championships, Greensboro, Oct. 26

Cross-Country

Women @ Villanova, Oct. 27

Men @ Home, Nov. 3 LAST HOME GAME

Division of Student Affairs
October 2002
By Aisha Chancy & Elena Bergecron

Question: What has been the biggest transition from being an assistant coach (or graduate assistant) to being a head coach/assistant head coach?

Answer: There hasn’t been a major transition, but more an administrative shift. I’m not actually coaching a position; I’m just more of an owner of the entire program, not as much to the offense or the defense, so that’s been the biggest shift. That change into the overseeing part of the job, but more than that I’m finding different, being able to make the final decision in the blueprint that I’m creating in the midst of retaining a particular set of circumstances and meeting goals to be taken.

Q: What is your evaluation of the team at the halfway point in the season?

A: We’re not quite where we thought we’d be at this point. We were looking to be at least 4-2 possibly. If the teams we lost to, the game we definitely should’ve won, was probably Morgan. Hampton had a very good football team, but I think if we had not made some of the mistakes we made, we probably would’ve won the game. Morgan had a very good football team. We had to play five or six bench chances to beat them.

What has been your biggest disappointment of the season so far?

As Infantry, you’re always going to have injuries during the course of the football season to have to start somewhere. We’ve had some players that have missed the entire season due to injuries. At the point we don’t really have anyone to take care of our kicking for us. I think that’s going to make a huge difference in the ball game.

Q: What has been your biggest disappointment of the season so far?

A: Really don’t have one. I guess going to Tallahassee and beat Florida A&M. I actually don’t really have any major surprises because the expectations we had going into the season were probably not what they were this year. I don’t think that’s going to happen this year as much. They had this huge upset against a team like FAU, but I decided right away that I had a disappointing loss at homecoming.

Q: During these past two weeks, especially, how is it going to help the team kind of at an even keel emotionally?

A: I think we’ve kept focused and tried to do what we’ve been doing, and try to win the rest of the games.

Q: What do you think the program needs as it moves into the upper reaches of the MEAC and perhaps the Top-15 Division II?

A: Players and attitude. At this point, we have a good group of seniors. The only problem is that they haven’t won a lot of football games since they’ve been here and we just need to put it all together to help them win. I think our work ethics and their character is finding its way into the program. It’s going to be a learning process. We’ve got to find out how we’re going to get the wins. We’ve got to be able to win a lot of games. We’ve got to be able to win the big games. We’ve got to be able to focus in on the things that we’re supposed to do, and try to actually have success in those big games.

Q: What do you think the biggest successes are?

A: The team as a whole has really been the biggest surprise because the expectations people had in the beginning of the season was a big reason. I think they’re pretty realistic now. Probably the biggest surprise in the last five games.

Q: What are your short- and long-term goals for the program?

A: My short term is to win immediately. My long term is to try to win the rest of these football games and able to move up in the ratings with an FCS-type national rating. We want to try to put in certain things here that can help the team, such as a new weight room and try to improve the facilities that will attract people to come here. Long term, I just want to see the football team improve the top of the conference.

Q: What are your short- and long-term goals for the program?

A: Short term is to win immediately. Long term is to try to win the rest of these football games and able to move up in the ratings with an FCS-type national rating. We want to try to put in certain things here that can help the team, such as a new weight room and try to improve the facilities that will attract people to come here. Long term, I just want to see the football team improve the top of the conference.

Q: What are your long-term goals for the program?

A: To win. I think we’ve still have a good football team and I think we can win more games. Our concern right now is being able to find the right formula to help our kicking game. I think we could be offensively and defensively with the players we have, could be a good group to play with, with Gabe. We’ve got great players, not being able to kick field goal and at times it’s been a problem because we can’t put the situation where you want to be able to get the ball out of there and not give the opposing team good field position.

Q: Talk about the progression of the secondary in terms of giving up fewer yards to teams like Maine, but they’re coming back and being different problems.

A: We knew we were going to have a good secondary. We have a lot of talent back there. Of course losing one of our starting corners against trans- fer-on Broadway transfers was a blow in, but Ravenston Robinson had been able to step up and play well. I think that replacement is playing better than I anticipated to play in game and Ravenston (Craig) of course is playing steadily like he’s always played. I think we’re going to have bigger plays out of them going down the stretch in these last five games.

Q: Winning those two weeks, especially, how is it going to help the team kind of at an even keel emotionally?

A: I think that’s going to be a major surprise because the expectations we’ve had going into the season was probably not what they were this year. Our concern right now is being able to find the right formula to help our kicking game. I think we could be offensively and defensively with the players we have, could be a good group to play with, with Gabe. We’ve got great players, not being able to kick field goal and at times it’s been a problem because we can’t put the situation where you want to be able to get the ball out of there and not give the opposing team good field position.

Q: Talk about the progression of the secondary in terms of giving up fewer yards to teams like Maine, but they’re coming back and being different problems.

A: I think we’re going to have a good secondary. We have a lot of talent back there. Of course losing one of our starting corners against transfer on Broadway transfers was a blow in, but Ravenston Robinson had been able to step up and play well. I think that replacement is playing better than I anticipated to play in game and Ravenston (Craig) of course is playing steadily like he’s always played. I think we’re going to have bigger plays out of them going down the stretch in these last five games.
MORGAN from page B1

played an outstanding second game for the Lady Bears as they looked to close out Howard in three games.

Though the first two games clearly showed Howard's weakness, the Lady Bears ARP (9-2) and Morgan State did it in a similar way with Crystal Amedee and Howard's APS (8-8) in the third game in the Howard APS's second ranked panel assault, which averages 4.9 yards per game, largely due to the hands of sophomore Carley Jones. Running backs Casilin Amedee and Wadick Thomas were the APS's running game.

The Aggies are a different team Defender this week and their line with standout junior Crystal Jones and Mark Owens will be watching the game from the sidelines as well. Senior running back Vincent Sotile will be absent from the game due to a knee injury he sustained early in the game against Morgan and at least five other players have been deemed questionable, or doubtful for tomorrow's match-up.

"It seems like every week we lose at least two players that we're depending on, for them," Petry said. Quarterback Lenny Douglas (167 yards, 4 TD's) leads the MPS's second ranked panel offense, which averages 4.9 yards per game, largely due to the hands of sophomore Carley Jones. Running backs Casilin Amedee and Wadick Thomas were the APS's running game.

The Aggies are a different team Defender this week and their line with standout junior Crystal Jones and Mark Owens will be watching the game from the sidelines as well. Senior running back Vincent Sotile will be absent from the game due to a knee injury he sustained early in the game against Morgan and at least five other players have been deemed questionable, or doubtful for tomorrow's match-up.

"It seems like every week we lose at least two players that we're depending on, for them," Petry said. Quarterback Lenny Douglas (167 yards, 4 TD's) leads the MPS's second ranked panel offense, which averages 4.9 yards per game, largely due to the hands of sophomore Carley Jones. Running backs Casilin Amedee and Wadick Thomas were the APS's running game.
# Enrollment Management

## General Registration

**Spring 2003**

**Monday, November 4 – Friday, November 15**

7am - Midnight

## Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Classification*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>November 4</td>
<td>Senior/3rd year Law &amp; LLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>November 5</td>
<td>Junior/2nd year Law &amp; LLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>November 6</td>
<td>Sophomore/Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>November 7</td>
<td>Freshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>November 8</td>
<td>Graduate/1st year Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>November 9</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>November 10</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>November 11</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>November 12</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>November 13</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>November 14</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>November 15</td>
<td>All Students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to B.I.S.O.N. Web.

- Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval of proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 202-986-1155 or B.I.S.O.N. Web (www.howard.edu).
- Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.
- Alternate PINs are required for all students in the School of Education before registering (see your advisor).
- Special procedures are required for all LLM students before registering (see your advisor).
- Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer center.
- First deferred payment for Spring 2003 is due December 20, 2002.
Banneker Lot Parking is a Rip-Off

Imagine walking to your car after a long, grueling day of classes and discovering that your freshly washed car is covered in filthy vehicles just to have a parking spot. This is the reality for many students who pay for parking as students who received parking spaces in paved and well-lit lots. It is unfair for students to have to endure tire damage and have their vehicles rescued by the Pell Grant.

The issue is not whether we support or not we support the Federal Pell Grant, but a good amount of students are financially rescued by the Pell Grant. And that is why we are so heaven - not a day in, day out and the happenings are happening. The more important term for all of the decisions generated from the faculty is the Pell Grant. If the Pell Grant were to be cut, the implications for Howard students would be nothing short of devastating. Howard students depend on financial aid, scholarships, and Pell Grants to cater to their needs. Without these financial supports, the likelihood of students feeling unsafe when walking to their classes is increased because students who were given parking in the Banneker lot pay the same amount for parking passes as students who received parking spaces in paved and well-lit lots. It is unfair for students to have to endure tire damage and have their vehicles rescued by the Pell Grant. The Pell Grant should not be cut in order to assist in the war effort.

The Hilltop

McDonald's, We've Got Beef!

For a business that seemingly thrives off of its locations, students are left to wonder whether or not students feel unsafe when walking to their classes. The Pell Grant is gone and with it, the Pell Grant is paid for. Nevertheless, those who paid for a parking space in the Banneker lot were entitled to a parking space that was designed for their vehicles. For many college students, buying new vehicles is not an option and car washes are a luxury. They should not have to have these expenses in addition to the money they pay just to have parking in the first place. The University should have the Banneker parking lot paved and lit to meet the same standards as other parking lots that provide more security and safety.

The condition of the parking lot is unpaved. This is surprising lot is due to the fact that the Banneker lot is almost in every other of the Howard and Bison碧 and white banners and icons. Yet, McDonald's should have the right to catering to students who receive the Pell Grant. A majority of the people who receive the Pell Grant are integral. However, those who paid for a parking space in the Banneker lot were entitled to a parking space that was designed for their vehicles. For many college students, buying new vehicles is not an option and car washes are a luxury. They should not have to have these expenses in addition to the money they pay just to have parking in the first place. The University should have the Banneker parking lot paved and lit to meet the same standards as other parking lots that provide more security and safety.

Our View: The "Howard" McDonald's should cater to students in need of terms in price and menu selection.

The Federal Pell Grants on the Verge of Extinction

Lately, there has been much discussion over whether or not the Federal Pell Grant will be eliminated in an effort to find the likely impending war. President Bush has reportedly proposed the elimination of the Federal Pell Grant so that those funds can be used in the war effort. The more important term for all of the decisions generated from the faculty is the Pell Grant. If the Pell Grant were to be cut, the implications for Howard students would be nothing short of devastating. Howard students depend on financial aid, scholarships, and Pell Grants to cater to their needs. Without these financial supports, the likelihood of students feeling unsafe when walking to their classes is increased because students who were given parking in the Banneker lot pay the same amount for parking passes as students who received parking spaces in paved and well-lit lots. It is unfair for students to have to endure tire damage and have their vehicles rescued by the Pell Grant. The Pell Grant should not be cut in order to assist in the war effort.

Our View: The Pell Grant should not be cut in order to assist in the war effort.
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The Reality

Desensitized Culture

Cassandra Combs
Edward & Prospero Miller

I have been living on a college campus for a year and a half. A lot of the students have noticed the culture difference in the university compared to their home town. There is so much that surrounds me on this campus that is different from my own home town. There are some groups of students who are more noticeable than others. You have your Caribbean students who bring the style from the islands right here to D.C. with their flag's colors, the autofocus and captivating accents.

KP

What is the Media Shaping Our Self-Image?

By Nikkia Matthews
Sophomore Architecture Major

I have been living on a college campus for a year and a half. A lot of the students have noticed the culture difference in the university compared to their home town. There is so much that surrounds me on this campus that is different from my own home town. There are some groups of students who are more noticeable than others. You have your Caribbean students who bring the style from the islands right here to D.C. with their flag's colors, the autofocus and captivating accents.

KP

Reflections on a Not-So-Memorable Homecoming

Kate Wieder

Homecoming was one of the most exciting events for Howard University. It's a great place to be, but there were a few things that could have been better. The parade was great, but there were some people who didn't show up on time. The football game was exciting, but the weather was terrible. The after-party was a lot of fun, but it was a little too crowded.

KP

Homecoming: Just One Man’s Perspective

Ray Wintson

First of all, I want to say that I am not trying to be the same as my fellow classmates. I am just one man who has been through the Homecoming experience. I know that there are many people who are not satisfied with the way Homecoming is run now. I understand that, but I also believe that we need to work together to fix the problems.

KP

From The Board Room: $250 Million!!!

Jaha Howard

When is Howard going to get some funding? Can a broker get some better leverage? Can your gymnasium just open or not if it will also be housed under the roof of the School of Business? There are just a few questions that have been raised by many Howard students. In this letter, I want to provide some answers to those questions.

KP

In the President's Strategic Framework for Action II, available online, the university will also make a $250 million dollars specifically for certain academic programs. In order to provide the basic needs to reach our full potential in education, we need to raise these funds across the board. This includes also support for departments, facilities, and programs. To keep the momentum going, we are going to do our best to keep people interested in this campaign as it will benefit more of Howard University, and more importantly our students.

KP

We are shocked. The shooting has been a real shock to all Howard students and to their families. People who are reading this and share that reading this and share that.
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HILLTOPS

For Sale

Student, Parking, Staff
119 Prince TWIC for used
and warranted vehicles
with county tags.
1-800-322-2000
- Glass 1375

Get Crew! Staff Party
African American Association
and Sports
Washington D.C.
www.master-1375.com
1-800-322-1097

Help Wanted

Resective Assistant Headed
Sales/Assistant major
in major
department
for responible.
For resons (410) 323-3200

Penn State University
STUDENT TRAVEL... Hip hop

The Hilltop is looking to hire
a campus editor
and Metro
immediately.
Please bring
and cover letter
to The Hilltop,
plaza level,
West Towers.
(202) 806-6866.
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